








Good evening and thank you for granting me this platform to pass along some information. 

Let me start with what we are doing to our lake is not making any logical sense, and appears to 

actually be detrimental to the health of the lake and it's inhabitants. 

The proposed treatments are being done far to late in the season, using a general 

photosynthesis inhibiting herbicide that kills anything it comes in contact with. 

According to studies and processes refined in states of similar climate and geographic 

location;(WI, Ml, and MN) what we are doing is completely wrong. 

Let me explain why and save you the hours of research and reading. 

Curly leaf pond weed is an early spring to early summer plant. By this time it has formed turions 

and dropped any seeds it may produce. These can lay dormant for years and then start to grow 

when conditions are favorable. 

What makes this plant so dangerous to native vegetation is it actually starts to grow in late fall 

and can continue, even under ice. Come early spring this plant will already have a foothold and 

choke out native species 

since it already has a head start. So right now, this plant is already turned brown and is dying. I 

have visually verified the massive areas that are already turning brown now. The treatment 

schedule proposed is not going 

to have an effect on it's lifecycle, since the plant is dormant while the herbicide is present 

anyway. Effective treatments for this species occur in early spring and typically use an endothall 

herbicide. 

Eurasian watermilfoil is only found in 2 sites on Third lake, and a few more on Druce, though 2 

of those are listed as "Single plant". Why did they not just pull that one plant when they found 

it? Or point it out, 

I'm sure someone would volunteer to go pick "a" weed. I know I would. All the sites other than 

the single plant sites are listed as "light". However they are also in the middle of the largest 

vegetation mass on the lake. 

The proposal is to treat this, and areas that do not have any Eurasian Water Milfoil at all, 

because of the already dying Curley leaf pond weed. This is going to kill most of the vegetation 

in the lake. 

That alone should be enough to give us reason to pause this treatment, however there are a 

few other questions based on information from Clarke that just does not make any sense. 

Quote: "Our goal on both Third and Druce Lakes is to target all the Eurasian Watermilfoil, this is 

our highest priority." 

This is inconsistent with their proposed action. On Third, they are treating multiple zones of 

approximately 20 acres, some of which contain NO Milfoil, 

however do contain native species and the already dying Curly Leaf Pond Weed. A quick glance 

at Druce lake proposal shows similar direction of using a general herbicide 
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